
Ordered K-theory
The theory of additive and non-negative invariants for rings and modules

Exercises 2.
Starred exercises are somewhat more challenging. Exercises marked with ◦ are either

putative results which I haven’t worked out or open research type problems.

1. Show that the Nortcott-Reufel length functorion is upper continuous.

2. Let Li, i ∈ I be length functions on a category C. Then for all A ∈ C and define the
support of A ∈ C as Sup(A) = {i ∈ I | Li(A) > 0}. Show that if (

∑
i Li)(A) < ∞

then Sup(A) is countable. [Hint: the sum of uncountably many positive real numbers
is infinite.]

3. Let L1, L2 be length functions on a closed category C. Show that, in the partially or-
dered set of length functions on C, sup(L1, L2) = L1∨L2 exists i.e. there is a least length
function dominating both. [Start with the function L′(A) = max(L1(A), L2(A)).]

4. Prove the Artinian part of Proposition 12: if A is Artinian then dimA < ∞

5.∗ Let the ring R, the R-module V and the length function L be as in Exercise 8.

(a) What are the irreducible components of L in its decomposition as in Theorem
16?

(b) Determine/compute the po-group KO(M(RV )).

(c) Show that there is a unique irreducible length function on M(RV ) which vanishes
on the simple modules of M(RV ).

6.◦ Can you generalise Example 8 to find a length function L on Noetherian modules
with dim FinL/KerL = 2, 3, . . . , ω, . . . ?

7. Verify that the composition length, and the length functions derived from it as in
Theorem 16 and Proposition 17 are indeed upper continuous.

8. Let L be a non-trivial length function on M(R) or P(R). Show that L is irreducible
if and only if its normalised state: L(R)−1L is an extreme point in the state space on
these respective categories.

9. Show that every commutative von Neumann regular ring is a rank ring.

10.◦ Can you characterise commatative rank rings with exactly one prime ideal?
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